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Abstract. Distinctive wave forms in the distributions of vertical velocity and temperature of
a_ neut_, particles, and ions are frequently .observed from Dynamics Explorer 2 at alfin,des
ve z_. tan over me polar caps. These are interpreted as being due to internal gravity waves
propagaang in the neutral atmosphere. The disturbances are characterized by vertical velocity
penmbations of the order of 100 m/s and horizontal wave lengths along thesatellite path of about
500 kin. They often extend across the entire polar cap. The associated temperatx_ perturbations
indicate that the horizontal phase progression is from the nightside to the dayside. Vertical
displacements are inferred to be of the order of 10 inn and the periods to be of the order of 103 s.
The waves must propagate in the neutral atmosphere, but they usually are most clearly
recognizable in the observations of ion vertical velocity and ion temperature. By combining the
neutral pressure calculated from the observed neutral concenlration and mmpea-atm-e with the
vertical component of the neutral velocity, an upward energy flux of the order of 0.04 erg/cm2-s at
250 km has been calculated, which is about equal to the maximum total solar ultraviolet heat
input above that altitude. Upward energy fluxes calculated from observations on orbital passes at
altitudes from 250 to 560 km indicate relatively little attenuation with altitude.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to descrfl_ some wave motions
observed over the polar caps at altitudes in excess of 250 Inn
using Dynamics Explon_r 2 (DE 2) data from the ion drift meter
(IDM) [Heelis eta/., 1981], the retarding potential analyzer
(RPA) [Hanson et a1.,1981], the wind and temperature mass
spectrometer (WATS) [Spencer eta/., 1981], and the neutral
atmosphere composition spectrometer (NACS) [Carignan et
al., 1981]. The waveforms are interpreted as being due to
internal gravity waves propagating in the neuwal atmosphere.
The motions are seen as well-formed, quasi-sinusoidal patterns
of vertical velocity (both ion and neutral) with associated
temperature and composition perturbations that permit
evaluadon of some properties of the waves; these patterns
indicate that the horizontal phase progression of the waves is
from the nightside to the dayside and that the waves transport
significant amounts of energy upwards, even at altitudes as
high as the base of the exosphere. Waves of this sort have
been observed over much of the Earth by Potter et al. [1976],
who described theirdistributionwith latitudeand possible
causes. Gross and lluan& [1985] have observed waves of
similarwavelength atlow tomiddle ladmdes and altitudesnear
250 km.
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The observation of internalgravity waves at altitudesas
high as the exoba_se was unexpected because of anticipated
strong attcnuaticmabove 120 km due to viscosityand thermal
conduction. The expectationof strongabsorptionisbased on
the work of P/noway and Hines [1963],Mid&Icy and Liemohn
[1966], and Hod&e_ [1969].
Wave forms are illastxated in Figun: 1 for propagating and
standing waves; it will be useful to keep these patterns in mind
in the subsequent discussion of the observations. The
displacements from equilibrium positions and the velocities
associated with the changing displacements are portrayed. In
the present context the displacements and velocities are the
components in the vertical direction. From satellites, neither
the displacements nor the time variations at fixed Points in
space can be observed directly because of the motion of the
satellite. The satellite observations constitute nearly a
snapshot at a fixed time because the satellite velocity is so
high compared to the wave propagation velocity; that is, the
observations are essentially of spatial variations. The
vertical displacement perturbations can be inferred from the
temperature perturbations or from composition changes. The
displacements and velocity perturbations are in phase
quadrature in time for both propagating and standing waves.
For propagating waves the perturbations are also in phase
quadrature in space, and the displacement profdes lead or lag
the velocity profiles depending upon whether the coordinate
axis is in the direction of wave propagation or opposed to it.
In the case of standing waves the spatial profdes are in phase
half the time and out of phase half the time, and no
perturbations occur at the nodes, as illustrated in Figure !.
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Figure I. The spatial distribution of displacements and velocities for propagating waves and for standing
waves at five selected time intervals. At selected instants in time the velocities and displacements for standing
waves are either in phase (e.g., for _r/2 < t < a') or in antiphase (e.g., for 0 < t < _r/'2) with one another.
Observations
Figure 2 shows the wave perturbations seen m the verucal
ion drifts observed by the IDM on 22 orbital passes over a
polar cap. Seven-thousand-kilometer (15-rain) orbital
segments are shown, the arbitrarily selected sta_ times being
indicated in each panel; the time intervals have been chosen
so that the segments are located over a polar cap. (In thlce
cases the initial portion of the segm©m is missing.) The Kp
magnetic indices are shown in each panel; then= is no obvious
relationship between occurrence of these waves and the Kp
index. However, the interplanetary field was directed
southward during 33 out of 40 passes on which waves were
observed and interplanetary field dam were available. The
vertical velocity pcrtui'bation amplitudes vary from about 100
to 300 m/s; other records show smaller amplitudes. Although
not shown in Figure 2, velocity-correlated ion temperature
perturbauous were present in each case, and these could be
used m determine whctber the horizontal wave progression had
a component in the direction of satellite motion or opposed to
it.
Figure 3 shows IDM data for ion velocity components and
RPA data for ion :emperaturcs and concentrations from orbit
8303 on February 1, 1983; the spacecraft altitude was about
253 kin. The oscillations in question extend ritually across
the entire polar cap. The satellite entered the polar cap near
local magnetic noon, at 1613:35 UT, and exited near 0300
MLT, at 1621:09 UT. The waves are seen most clearly in
terms of the vertical ion velocities, vy. Because the magnetic
field is almost vertical, ion motions in the horizontal are
severely consu-ained and it is no surprise that no evidence of
wave motions can be seen in the horizontal ion velocity
components % along the orbit or v zacross the orbit. Ion
temperature measurements axe shown in the top panel and the
oscillations axe clearly evident as perturbations of the ion
temperature. Ion concentrations are shown in the second
panel, but the) show little or no evidence of the oscillations,
and this is usually the case in other records.
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Figure 2. A selection of zccotds f_m the ion drift meter on DE 2 showing IP-'iodic vertical velocity
perturbations at altitudes of 250 km and above. The orbit number, da_ UT at the beginning of the record,
altitude at the beginning of the zccot_ and Kp hxlex are ell shown. The ordinate scale is vertical ion velocity
in meters per second.
Figure 4 shows the same ion vertical velocity and ion
temperature records shown in Figure 3, bet for the time
interval 1614:34 to 1621:14 UT, along with the cross
correlation between them. The record consists of 400
observations; the abscissa scale for the middle panel is the
serial number of the individual ob_rvaxious. The scale for the
top panel is the displacement to the right of the ion velocity
data relative to the ion temperature dam in units of the interval
between observations. (Positive value, m referred to as
"lead'.) To make the cross-correlation computation, the
observations were first converted to perturbation values by
taking diffezcnces from the straight, dotted detrend fines
shown runnin8 through the observations.
The correlation is greatest for a lag of I 1.5 intervals.
Taking the shifts for the adjoining peaks in the correlation
function (-65 and *40) as indicative of twice thewavelength,
the average wavelength along the satellite path is 53.5
intervals (that is, 53.5 _concL5 or 414 kin). Thus the effective
phase shift between ion velocity and temperature is
(11.5/53.5)360 ° - 79 °. or nearly 90 °. Simply overlaying the
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Figure 3. Ion _mpcram_s, coocmalr_x_ and velocity components observed from DE 2 on orbit8303 on
February I, 1983. The M)scissa labelsapply to the dc marks atthe left-handends of t_. labels.The x axisis
along th_ directionof motion of the _. the y _ i_upwards, and thez axis ispea'p¢_clicul_to the o_oi_
plane. Obsez-vationsare plottedat l-s (7.74-km) intervals.
records in the two lowc_ panels also demo._ dearly that
thephase differenceisabout 90°. The .cxaclvalue of thep .h,_e
shi_ isnot used in ihe .analysisof the verticalcomponent of
energy flow_ below; the phase differenceis,L_edonly
tO determine whether the horizontalphase p_ of the
waves has a component in the directionof satellitemotion or
opposed to it.
Because of the predomin.ance of neutrals over ions, the
waves must propagate in the neutral aunosphere and the
motio.ns of the ions arc driven by the nemral motScms We
assume t_t the mmperatmmpcrtur_..tions have their maximum
posidve values it points of maximu m downwaxd displacement
and thus maximum adiabaticheating. The ion temperature
pcrturba.tio0sare simply a re.f_.'ouof the nemral u_rahw_
perturbationsto which they are close!y co_pled at the altitude
of observation. Near the points of maximum downward
displacement,_e upward vcr_cal ve.locificsmm_ be near zero
and increasing with time. The phasing in Rgure 4, the upward
vertical velocity profile lagging the temperature pettmbatJon
profile,indicatesthatthe horizontalphase progressionhas a
component in the dh'ecfionopposite to thatof the satellite
motion. As the satellitemotion in thiscase was from the
dayside to the nigh_ide, the direction of horizontalwave
propagation isfrom the nightsideto the daysidc.
Figur e 5 shows the cross correlation between neutral
verticalvelocityand neutral u_mperam]e _. d.ons.In this
case the observadortintervalwas 8 s, sO only 50 observations
are available during [he 400-s period of observation. The
perturbationvalueswcrc evaluated ".mterms of d_ diffe.,Tn,cps
from the best-fit dotted dctrcod ".l_ne_shown in thc figure. Tho
cross correlction is very similar to that for the.ion
temperatures and vertical velocities shown in Figur= 4; the
average phase _ in _ case is 95 °.
At _e satellite altitude of about 250 km the ion and ncptra]
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Figure 4. Part of the data pres, ena=d in Rguxe I for 400 m ea.y_emeats of the ion verdcal velocity and ion
tempe_ over the polar cap. and _ cross coaclafion between them.: _ dotted lines are the _uods
from which pexou_dons were evaluate<L The phase shLfl or oeady 90 = is ¢haxacteds_ of propagadl_ wave_,
and the fact that the velocity pcrouba_n lags the temperaoLre penu,-_doo indicates that the horizontal wave
progression is opposite to the direction of satellite motion; that is, propagation is from the nishtside m the
dayside.
vcrdcal velocities arc closely coupled, and tbe_ is striki_ correlation at zero shift) be_eca d_e ion and neutral velocity
observational evidence that this is so. As the magnetic field perturbations shown in Pigures 4 and 5 is 0.93.
is nearly ,vertical, the _observed ion vertical Telociv/ There is $ood evidence for the presence ol hortzoaud_
components are essentially the r_eld-ali_aed compoeems of neuu'al velocity ,pe_azbatio.ns associated with the waves, the
the'neutral..:velocity. :. The corlmJadoq 'lie,, the. cross horizootalpextusbadoo velocides being about one-third as
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Fllpu'e S." Neutral.vezdeal,veloddes a_l,lempe_tm'es plottedst 8-s intervalsover the same dine period
coveredby_Plguxe 4, end die eross _(irelatioubetween them. The dottedlinesindicasethe referencelevels
fromwhkh Ibepamsbedoas _au evaluase¢ ..... ..:, -.
large as the vertical (e_s., orbits 1182. 1418, 1488, 4698, horizontal winds with strong boxizontal gradients, associs_!
4828, 6877, U03). However, in many cases, no s_ated with and-sunward convection over the polar cap, making it
pcnm_tiou in the horizontal neutral v_ could be necessary to look foc small.pe_ns on steep slopes.
seen; this might bedu_ to tbe factthato¢_y Ibls.o0mpm=n_ of The correlation(i.c,the csoss corrcladon at zero shi_)
the.hodzom_imodouperpeodicutm"to thetobit,platowas be_eeatheio. 8_! nemral_qperammi_.rbadonsr,bo_
observed; .dse.pemurbedons'.may_havo. been" mo, sman,.w in Pig=us 4 and $-,.Is_.0JO,.:.Althought e ion and ncuual
• w_.th the w.aves_[s made _k t)y the IXeSenCO of large are often not in good asreement, probably reflecting
instrumental errors in one or both of the two instrumem3
involved. The vertical velocity pertuz_tiousalso agreed vexy
well but the absolute values sometimes differed substantiaI_,
this was probably due to differences in the selection of the
zero levels for the two instruments. However, the absohn_
values are not needed in the calculations of energy flax
discussed below. Problems involving error in satellixe
orientation were ruled out for times comparable to the
perturbation period by making use of magnetometer
observations.
The wave Poriod can be determined from the measured
values of the amplitude of the vertical velocity component
Voaedinferredvalues oftheverticaldispincementampliuuSe
DO by making use oftherelationshipforharmonicvariatiom
r= 2xDo/Fro. The verticaldisplacementamplitudesw_re
inferredfrom the observed temperatureperturbations
(assuming adiabatictemperaturechanges dee to vertical
displacements)and from the observedcompositionchanges
(assuming diffusion equi_rinm in the Imp(_ad_ state and no
changes in the composition of air p_u)is as a result of their
vertical displacements _ their unpezmrbed altitudes). The
adiabatic lapse rate _p'Cp at satellite ah/mde is about 7 K/kin;
thus a temperature change of ±100 K indicates a displacenm_
amplitude of about 14 kin. Combining this with a velocixy
amplitude of 100 m/s, the wave period is about 850 s, which is
very close to the-Brunt-Valsala frequency at the satellite
altitude; it could be larger or smaller than the Brunt VaisaIa
pcziod.As hodzontulwind pcnmbati(msm seeninch ofthe
time,thewaves arepmsnmably mavitvwaves _ ¢.,=...-..=
CloSe "'.... --- _,--" ........-_ "'i"r'u_'_
betbek_ e_ _,mt.Va_,la_. The_
horizontal wave length in the data is about 500 kin, but this
may be somewlu_ larger than the wae value because the
satell/m velocity vector is not likely, m be well_a_Igned w_
the wave propagationvec_-_ The tmimmtelI/me velocky_.
ofthewaves dmrefore is apparently _ less than 500
m/$.
mat_= ofe_ ,=pum++-0f-_-._...-_:-_:_::
ertical mouon ,._u
be obtained from the observed composhiou varindous, in
particular the observed [O_[Ar] and [N_[Ar] redo=. F'_ze 6a
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• .igure 6. (a) The variations in the composition ratios
[°]4"_eJ_=xi_t_P[Ar] for orbi,s303,busedou=easum==m
by theNACS. (b)Similardam fromorbit8036.
1618 UT, indicadng an altitude _ of about 13 lmx. baseline orde_md curve drawn though the observed values as
.=,.,,e=_s=, L_umde_e.on pos
of about 8 lma. The __4);J__-_:_... - _i_foa.fl_ are nearly in phase with the verticalvela_l_,_,
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Figure 8. Pive examples of upward energy flow due to waves at altitudes ranging fzom 310 to $60 kin.
Although the two highest mbits al)ow lesser upward energy flow than those at lower altitudes, the upward
component of eoergy flow falls off remarkably fiule with increasing altitude.
cases they cxtcoded all'the way aCheS the polar cap. Io a few
• ca._s there was ©videoca that (he waves ex=nded a short
distaoce beyond the polar cap on the day=ida.
A troubling observatioo is that some examples have been
foand that have clear wave si_uures in terms of vertical ioo
velocities but without recognizable accompanying ion
temporaturc perturbatiom, l( is a _tic of standin8
waves that the displacements be zero when the velocity
peronbations have their maximum values,so them is some
temptationto suggest that such obsarvadons are indicativeof
standing waves. However this hypothesis seems not to be
tmable, in that wc have found no cases showing clear
tanporaturc signatures in the absence of clear signatures in
vertical vcloc/ty, something that should be observed with
equal freqneney for standingwaves.
Finany, it is important to note that the closeness of the
24.002 JOHNSON El" AL,::GRAVITY WAVES HEAR 300 KI_:-..,_ _
wave frequency to the Btunt-Vaisalafrequency coB, as.well:as.. Aclcnowl_gm_We _ _tnytng Dingfochissssistanccwith
the dolce of the verfic_.component of velbchy_v'er'the dam shslysh.THs'wodcwas __s__ ed inpartby NASA grantNAGW-
horizontalvelocityin the observed wave• structures,are natural 4002,by FI9628-93-K-0008IFzillipsL borstory,and by theCeciland
consequences of the dispersionof gravitywaves in the upper
thermosphere. Throughout much of the thermosphere the
temperatureincreaseswith increasingaltitude;thiscauses _oa
to decrease with altitude.In the plane wave approximation,
Shell's law requires that the horizontal component of the wave
number be invariant with altitude. Lamb [1945] showed that
the effective vertical component of the wave number decreases
with increasing temperature, reaching zero at the level where
col) - <o, and evanescent beyond. Hence the decay of coa with
increasing altitude in the thermosphere imposes a low-pass
f'dter with decreasing cutoff frequency on the specu-um of
gravity wave oscillations.
The prevalence of observable wave structuresnear the
Brant-Valsalafrequency is aplnuendy owed to the resonance
conditionas w a appnmch_., which corresponds to a match of
the wave frequency with.the natural frequency of buoyant
oscillations of gas percels_ The width of this resonance is
made finiteby viscous dissipation, and. gravity waves excited
by impulsive natural pheaomena have a broad spec_m of
frequencies. As a resuh, wave-induced atmospheric
permrbatious over a band of wave frequencies near but below
wl) are selectively amplified by the resonance, creating a
quasi-sinusoidal structure in which the lower-frequency
compouems of the wave specmun are suppressed.
In quasi-resonant o_.illadons near the Brunt-Valsala
frequency the dominan_ of vertical motion seems obvious.
An analytic explanation cau be-found in Figme 3 of Mtdg/ey
and I._moha [1966]. which shows_how the orbits of gas
parcels in acoustic-gravity waves change with wave
parameters. What b of interest to the present discussion is
that the orbits are elliptical,- with the major--axis nearly
vertical near the condition wl) = w. As w a increases with
decreasing altitude below_about 230 km down m below 100
Ida Green Honors Chair.
The Editor thanks three m(._eet for their assistancein evaluating
this paper.
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